Jabra Elite
Active 7 True
Wireless
Earbud - Navy
When you’re working up a sweat, you want to know
your buds are going to stay firmly in place. We’ve reengineered our sports earbuds for the ultimate active fit
with our unique ShakeGrip technology, designed to stay
in. No matter how hard you work out. Key Features
Shakegrip Secure Fit Whether you’re walking, running
or repping, Elite 7 Active stay comfortably in place,
thanks to our unique ShakeGrip™ technology. Made
with a special Liquid Silicone Rubber compound that
holds the buds more securely in the ear without the
need for ear wings, ShakeGrip is an ingenious material
that feels incredibly soft despite its firm grip. Perfect for
long periods of active use. Active Noise-Cancellation
Nothing should intrude when you’re in the zone. That’s
why powerful Active Noise Cancellation (ANC) kicks in
with a simple tap of the button. Distracting background
noise is blocked instantly, with adjustable levels of
cancellation that can be set to your own preference
using the Jabra Sound+ app. The discreet design fits
firmly and snugly in the ear, forming a tight but
comfortable seal and giving you even better noise
isolation. So you can stay immersed in sound no matter
where your exercise takes you. Design You still want
comfort, even when pushing yourself. So, while Elite 7
Active buds are big on tech, they’re small in size, for our
most comfortable fit yet. Lightweight at just 5.5g each
and 16% smaller than our previous smallest earbuds,
they’re barely noticeable once in-ear.They also feature
a re-engineered EarGel™ design, delivering a more
tapered, rounded fit that molds to the shape of your ear,
so there’s nothing distracting you from your workout.
Clear Calls When it comes to taking calls, Elite 7 Active

offers amazing clarity. Four carefully placed
microphones, covered with a fine SAATI Acoustex®
mesh for wind protection, deliver outstanding call clarity,
whether you’re working out or working on that big
deadline. Re-Engineered Battery Life Elite 7 Active
features a new battery, and thanks to our advanced
efficiency technology, it delivers up to 8 hours of
playback. Keep them in the case and they’re good for
up to 30 hours. And if you do find yourself caught short,
a speedy 5-minute fast charge gives you up to an hour
of power. Mono Mode Mono mode lets your buds work
independently. Take one out, and high-quality, true
wireless sound flows freely through one ear, while
keeping the other free to listen out. You can even
charge the one you’re not using to make your battery go
even further. Durability With their attractive design,
you’d be forgiven for thinking that Elite 7 Active are all
about the looks. But these mighty buds are also made
of some pretty tough stuff. Perfect for outdoors, these
buds are waterproof, sweatproof, and workout-proof
(IP57-rated). *image are for illustration purposes only
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